ADAPTIVE LEARNING IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
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CONTENT REUSE

•	Full object reusability at the course, topic,
module, or item level
•	Import and leverage existing resources you
already have

In a world that is overflowing with accessible free
content, publishers have distinct market advantages,
including their high-quality content, publishing teams,
and sales forces. The challenge, however, is that highly
curated content developed over decades is trapped in file
formats that were made for print, using developmental
processes that predate digital. Reusing that wealth of
content has been impossible—until now. Based on over
20 years of experience in the Publishing world, Area9
Rhapsode™ is a complete end-to-end Publishing
system that creates digital and print simultaneously.

Area9 Rhapsode™ is the world’s most advanced
learning content development platform, allowing
publishers to develop demonstrably effective resources.
Area9 Rhapsode™ is designed to ensure an easy
start, a streamlined workflow and powerful results.
This means high quality content that is produced faster
and better than anyone else.

AREA9 RHAPSODE™ ENABLES:

•	Intelligent ingestion of content including
presentations, PDF’s and ePUB3, Microsoft
PowerPoint, Articulate Storyline®, and many
other formats
•	All content is tagged with meta-data that
allows for tracking usage, rights, and
permissions
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FULLY INTEGRATED CONTENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

•

Area9 Rhapsode™ has a high-performing
Content Management System (CMS) and
can be used instead of or along with other
CMS systems

•

It is a cloud-based, multi-user, multi-tenant
environment with AI-based analysis and
quality assurance
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CONTENT TEMPLATES

•	A vast range of different probe types drives
the adaptivity, supported by any type of
learning resource, including text, animation,
PowerPoint, video, 3D models and simulations

•	
Adaptive courseware at scale
•	
Building incrementally or across an entire portfolio
•	
Collaboration with human teachers
• A
 “go mobile” strategy with “white-labeled“ branded
web and mobile apps
•	
Creation of engaging content that improves
outcomes, with data to prove it
•	
Faster speed to market by leveraging existing
process and content

HEATMAP includes
the tools and the workflow to keep a product
updated according to learning outcome
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DIGITAL

•	One integrated process for creating digital supplements and
courseware across all devices
•	Transformation engines automatically format content for
different devices
•	Live previews within Area9 Rhapsode™ platform on
different device types streamline the review and Quality
Assurance processes
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PRINT

•	Manage entire Print book design and round-trip with Adobe
InDesign as well as other page layout tools that provide
professional level print output for all age markets
•	Manage new and revision print projects using the robust
project and process management tools that eliminate the
need for spreadsheet-based tracking tools
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TAXONOMY SUPPORT

•	Map learning objectives, learning resources and probes to
internal measurement goals or external certifications
•	Monitor learning at a granular level and audit activity within
Area9 Rhapsode™ against taxonomies

THE RHAPSODE HEATMAP

% correct answers
Average response time
Number of answers

Empower Editorial Leaders to Create and Curate
Content that Improves Learning Outcomes
1
	
MANAGE PUBLISHING TEAMS TO

POWER A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
•	Area9 Rhapsode™ is a complete process management tool
made specifically for publishers. It provides a streamlined
work-flow that ensures a fast, effective and inexpensive
content production process and a high-quality result
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MANAGE CONTENT

•	Area9 Rhapsode™ powers you to manage content through
a clearly defined process with clearly defined roles and
responsibilities to allow you to know where things are and
how people are doing. People are working only on what
they should be working on, making editors and authors
more effective

MANAGE WORKFLOW

•	Through real-time analytics and dashboards, each person
in the system has clear visibility into what work they have
to do next. Email alerts keep work-flows moving
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STREAMLINE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

•	Area9 Rhapsode™ keeps all communication regarding
projects organized and in one place

Dashboard

The entire workflow from Idea to Delivery,
for Digital and Print
Area9 Rhapsode™ enables a more streamlined Subject Matter
Experts driven, programming-free digital process. It enables
Publishers to create fully digital and print products simultaneously

taking advantage of the editorial and production talents on staff,
without the need to add digital resources.

Remove costly processes from your development
workflow that take time and introduce errors
Stop tracking mission critical work in spreadsheets across your
organization – track all the work in a single system used by
the entire team. Area9 Rhapsode™ provides customizable

editorial and production workflows with dashboards for reporting
and alerts that enable collaboration across distributed teams
and eliminates redundancies.

HOW A PARTNERSHIP WORKS
We are a platform and learning company – but we know
we do not have the deep knowledge of curricula and local
contexts that every educational publisher brings. We bring
software, workflows and expertise in learning pedagogy to
help organizations across the education sector organize and
develop market-leading learning content and experiences.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH AREA9:
Area9 Lyceum has a proven track record in
building the teams, processes, architecture, and
operational technologies at an unprecedented,
high level of impact in the industry. Area9 has
built learning technologies and processes have
powered the learning of over 15 million students
in over 2,000 products, that have collected
billions of learning data-points.

•	Gain flexibility in developing and publishing digital
courseware – whether a supplemental project for one
book or a completely digital solution across the entire list
•	
Build an entirely digital course natively, with existing
people and processes – at scale, quickly and efficiently
•	
All elements created in Rhapsode are owned by the
publisher and are retrievable in standard formats.
•	
Deliver a digital and print product simultaneously
•	
Leverage existing processes

is our brand new 4th
generation platform offering a new adaptive
engine and a new content development platform.
Organizing all forms of content against granular
learning objectives, Area9 Rhapsode™ natively
handles book design and print, offering a unified
workflow for all media in one place.
Consequently, Area9 Rhapsode™ offers both a
complete publishing project management tool
and supports blended learning.
Alongside “back-end” workflow features for
publishers such as learning outcome generated
Heatmaps, the platform also provides a wide
range of digital classroom tools for instructors.

•	
Leverage existing content and brands
•	
Digital Classroom tools for Educators
No need to invest in digital platforms or ongoing digital
roadmaps, we pay for the digital platform, you pay for the
content development.

REVOLUTIONARY OR INCREMENTAL
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Create adaptive digital supplements or entirely digital courseware
in the same platform, using the editorial staff you already have.
Start with a small project, and accelerate at your own pace.
BE IN CONTROL OF YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

AREA9LYCEUM.COM

